
Newborn baby walks within
minutes of being born 

A newborn baby has been spotted walking moments
after being born. A video has captured a tiny tot being
held upright by a midwife whilst it clasps her wrist and
puts its feet along the counter in an attempt to stand
on its own and waddle along.  The footage, which has
been obtained by The Sun Online, has gone viral and
has been viewed more than 50 million times. A woman
can be heard shouting in Portuguese, which has been
translated to mean "Oh my gosh, the girl is walking". In
the clip the baby continues to put one foot in front of
the other before falling down. The infant is placed back
down and she attempts to climb back to her feet and
walk again, although children are usually 10 months old
when they start walking on their own.  The midwife told
the publication: "I was trying to wash her here and she
kept getting up to walk."

Majority of Brits judge book by its cover 
A survey has found over 50 percent of Britain choose a
novel based entirely on its cover. First impressions have
been proven to count as a new study has revealed 52
percent of British people judge a book by its cover
design with the majority opting for a text with dark and
mysterious sleeve, whilst one third of people pick a
novel based on its title and merely 19 percent are
drawn in by the author.  The poll, which has been com-
missioned to mark the paperback launch of 'The
Obsession' by best-selling author Nora Roberts, has
revealed animals and men on the cover were deemed
the least attractive text, whilst scenic artistry are more
attractive. Despite personal recommendations (36 per
cent), immersive plots (44 per cent) and surprising
twists (29 per cent) being most likely to appeal to read-
ers' interests, only four percent of those surveyed said
they would be willing to wait until the final page before
casting judgment, but more than half of bookworms
would stop reading if they were bored by the first chap-
ter. 'The Obsession', featuring number one bestselling
author Nora Roberts' unique combination of suspense
and passion, is now available at all good book stores
nationwide. 

Almost half of UK adults
secretly snack at work 

A study has shown 50 percent of UK adults snack in
secret whilst at work. According to new research carried
out by IronmongeryDirect, 47 percent of Britons hide
their workplace eating habits from their partners, whilst
one fifth of those have admitted lying to their partner
about their meal choices in the office. The treat that was
the most popular feast to indulge in was a bacon sand-
wich, which was popular with 49 percent of those who
took part in the survey, whilst biscuits were ranked the
second most popular workplace snack, followed by
crisps, sweets and pastries. The research into office eat-
ing habits comes after recent comments by the Faculty
of Dental Surgery who claimed "workplace cake cul-
ture" was the cause of growing health problems. And
the worst workplace culprits for secret snacking were
those with "demanding" careers.  Wayne Lysaght-
Mason, managing director of IronmongeryDirect, said:
"Those with demanding jobs are more likely to snack or
eat on the go to keep their energy levels high for the
physically demanding tasks."

Shoppers in prank call humiliation 
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Route 66, America's 
'Mother Road,' 

revs back to life

A picture taken with a fisheye lens at the Dubai Marina neighborhood on May 30, 2017 shows Muslims waiting prior to breaking fast at an ‘Iftar’ outside a mosque during the Muslim holy fasting month of Ramadan. — AFP

At Chicago's newly-opened American Writers Museum,
Jack Kerouac's biographer tells an audience how the
Beat Generation's bible was inspired by the author's

deep affection for his country. "'On the Road' is a love letter to
America," says Dennis McNally, standing just steps from the
120-foot (36.5-meter) scroll on which Kerouac typed out his
best-known book. "He loved being an American and he
romanticized it," he said of the novel depicting a post-World
War II generation looking to break out of the societal con-
straints of the 1950s. 

The first-of-its-kind museum is dedicated to writers who
helped shape America's history and culture-from Ernest
Hemingway to chef Julia Child to rapper Tupac Shakur. "The
theme of the museum is to really look at American writing and
American writers, and celebrate them in the way that we cele-
brate all kinds of people, like sports heroes and movie stars,"
said museum president Carey Cranston. 

An outsider's perspective 
This museum is in fact the brainchild of an Irish immigrant.

Malcolm O'Hagan, a retired businessman, was surprised to dis-
cover that the United States had no institution dedicated to its
authors.  It took seven and a half years to make plans and raise
the necessary funds to get the project off the ground. "I think
it took someone with an outsider perspective," said Cranston,

adding that Chicago was chosen for its rich literary past and
tourist draw.  The museum's exhibits breeze through hun-
dreds of years of American literature, culture and history,
offering quick glimpses into the works of  writers in various
genres and media. 

A timeline exhibit begins with Alvar Nunez Cabeza de Vaca,
born in 1490, who penned a memoir depicting Native
American life. It concludes 500 years later with Oscar Hijuelos,
the son of Cuban immigrants, who wrote about assimilating
into American culture. "To see the ways in which the words of
so many people have moved populations throughout time, I
think it's really inspiring," said Nura Mazmabi, 38, who was vis-
iting the museum with members of her writing group. 

'We celebrate their words' 
The museum also includes a "surprise bookshelf" — an

interactive wall that reveals morsels of information about
authors through video, sound or text.  The late rapper Shakur
is featured for the lyrics to his 1995 song "Dear Mama," explor-
ing, as the exhibit puts it, "the realities of addiction, violence
and poverty." 

Nearby is a tribute to Harper Lee, author of "To Kill a
Mockingbird," the Pulitzer Prize-winning novel dealing with
race inequality.  "Even though a lot of people are suppressed
at some point in their lives or at some point in our history,

their words are still out there, and we celebrate their words.
And, I think that's what makes it American," said visitor Alex
Messina-Schultheis, 25. 

One thing conspicuously understated are books them-
selves, as museum organizers wanted to avoid replicating a
library.  While there are rooms with books and places to read,
the space is dominated by touch screens, multimedia exhibits
and interactive elements such as manual typewriters on
which visitors can hammer out a few sentences. "When you
think American writing museum, you think: I'll just be reading
a wall of text. But, it's very interactive," said Jennifer Depoorter,
24, who was playing a word game on a touchscreen table. 

Also inconspicuous is the museum itself, which occupies
the second floor of a nondescript downtown Chicago office
building, marked by only one sign. The humble real estate is a
function of the private museum's relatively small annual
budget of $1.9 million and a staff of 10.  By contrast, the
world-renown Art Institute of Chicago, just a few blocks away,
has an approximately $250 million annual budget.  "Our initial
goal was to raise enough to build this," said Cranston, adding
that plans are for the institution to grow over time. — AFP

New US writers museum puts 
modern spin on literary history

Visitors examine an exhibit of Chicago writers at the American Writers Museum in
Chicago.  — AFP photos

A 120-foot scroll on which author Jack Kerouac wrote his novel ‘On the Road,’ is dis-
played at the American Writers Museum.

Visitors enter the American Writers Museum in Chicago. A timeline representing 500 years of American literary history greets visitors at the
American Writers Museum in Chicago.


